US LAX EVENTS COVID TOURNAMENT PLAN
Our goal at US Lax Events is to provide a safe and comfortable environment for all
attendees while adhering to the recommended local health guidelines.
We have this policy in place as it is in the best interest of all attendees' safety. We will
adjust our policy as local authorities make adjustments to their recommendations.
Below are action steps for all US Lax Events tournaments.
US Lax Events Staff
All US Lax Events staff members will be required to wear masks.
Clorox wipes and hand sanitizer will be on staff tables for regular usage.
If You Are Sick
Please stay home if you are not feeling well, have a fever, or have been exposed to
COVID-19.
We highly encourage people who are at higher risk to COVID-19 to stay home.
Attendees who are displaying COVID symptoms will be asked to leave the event.
Water Availability
US Lax Events will NOT provide water at events. Each team will be required to
bring their own water bottles.
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Social Distancing Actions
All attendees should practice social distancing measures when applicable.
All attendees including staff, players, coaches and parents must wear a face
covering on site when social distancing is not applicable, unless stated
differently.
Players and officials do not have to wear masks when in competition unless
communicated differently.
We strongly encourage teams to limit spectators to one spectator per athlete
to minimize the number of people on site at once.
All spectators must adhere to the 6ft social distancing rules on the sidelines.
Coaches, players, and spectators are highly encouraged not to shake hands or
fist bump, therefore handshakes after games are not allowed. Sportsmanship
still needs to be exhibited and taken to the highest degree.
Facility
US Lax Events will work with facility faculty to clean and sanitize high use
areas such as bathrooms, door knobs, tables, and water fountains.
Hand sanitizer will be available at event HQ and at the the score tables at
each field.
If you are diagnosed with COVID-19 in the following days of the event, we
ask that you report your case to US Lax Events immediately. We will notify
coaches whose teams played against the team that has tested positive. We
will not release identification information of the individual or team that
tested positive.

We are looking forward to being on the field and restoring normalcy one step at a
time. We are determined to provide a safe environment while respecting the
current circumstances.
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